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China's economy needs financial support, in our financial system, commercial 
banks play the role of main force.At the same time, commercial banks as a very 
important part of our financial system, is not only the city-building financial ties and 
is the mainstay of the city's financial system.In recent years, with the continuous 
deepening of reform of China's financial development, city commercial banks in 
China's status and role in the economic development and urban construction have 
become increasingly prominent.But bears a responsibility for economic development 
of commercial bank's traditional way of working still can not meet the increasing 
demand for financial services, cannot play a full part.How to increase a bank's daily 
productivity, better serve for the city and the city becomes a problem requiring 
immediate solution. 
This combined with practical work of a commercial bank, scientific and effective 
treatment of the influx of shares business, accurate management shares accounts, 
providing complete query, statistical, analytical tools, ensuring safety norms for 
working capital increase and share expansion, also described the development of 
share capital management system, complete the following: 
1, In summary of Oracle database, and Power Builder development tools from 
actual problem departure, for has shares management system of needs analysis, 
description has shares management business, used case figure expression has the 
system of shares management, and shares report management, and shareholders 
information management, and shares card management, and shares operation 
management, features needs, on can maintenance sexual, and portability, non-features 
needs for has briefly analysis. 
2, Based on the results of the requirements analysis, system design, system 
function diagram is given, Express modules in sequence diagrams, class diagrams, 















3, System implementation, given some key code and interface, and introduced 
the system of applications. 
System has been put into use in some commercial banks, shares management 
more effective, receive leadership and high praise from colleagues. 
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